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Kitty's owners are home with a big surprise for Kitty. But what is it? Kitty, reeling in horror, thinks it's

a . . . dog. The neighbor cats are convinced it's a cat. But we all know that it's really a BABY! With

Nick Bruel's trademark mix of antic humor (this time involving a Kitty game show and the Kitty

Olympicsâ€”which the baby wins hands down), riotous illustrations, total mayhem, and Uncle Murray

Fun Facts, this may be the funniest Kitty book yet, and the one that hits closest to home.Bad Kitty

Meets the Baby is the winner of the 2012 Children's Choice Book Awards for Third to Fourth Grade

Book of the Year.
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My boys just got the book (they're big fans of all things Bad Kitty) so here's their review:"...in one of

the parts, the baby screams so loud that aliens on another planet can hear it. I really like this book"

said my 6.5 year old."It's a great book and it's really funny I got to say" said my 8 year old. "Every

part of the book contains lots of good illustrations and writing that has feeling in it." (!!!)This is the

first book for the boys' summer reading lists and it's really great to have them wanting to read it



rather than go to battle over reading. Highly recommend!

Bad Kitty has destroyed her house! She's terrorized her own birthday party! She's pummeled her

owner during the dreaded 'bath attempt'! She's sent Uncle Murray into a state of shock while

(attempting to) housesit her and Puppy! But has Kitty finally met her match? 'Bad Kitty Meets the

Baby' pits Kitty against the new baby and hilarity (and destruction) ensue when Kitty decides the

baby has to go. In the battle of Kitty verses 'the baby', who will win? Hilarity ensues when Kitty tries

to put the baby for sale (along with a 'free Puppy'), then tries to box the baby up much to her

owner's dismay. And when Kitty's friends instigate the 'Cat Olympics' (and make the baby an official

cat...)in a winner-take-all 'who's the best cat' standing will Kitty win or has she met her match

in...'the baby'? Anyone who loves the 'Bad Kitty' books will definitely enjoy this one as well! It's

hilarious, it's entertaining and Bruel has included his usual 'Uncle Murray's Fun Facts'. Definitely

worth buying and adding to the collection! Let the battle begin! And may the best cat be left

standing!

My daughter was 6 when she found Bad kitty gets a bath....and volia a love of books was instantly

born. We recently welcomed a new baby and I thought this book , bad kitty meets baby, would be

so fun. The bad kitty books are so much fun to read that our whole family gets in on the action and

we just laugh.

The 1st and 2nd grade classes that I volunteer in and read to love The Bad Kitty Series of books.

They aren't my favorite and yet I'm not reading them for my pleasure as well as the kids. And these

books get a big thumbs up and that's enough for me.

Review by This Kid Reviews Books! Find me on the Web!Bad Kitty had it really good until Puppy

came along. It took quite a while for Bad Kitty to get used to having Puppy around. Everything was

almost back to normal when A BABY SHOWS UP!!! Bad Kitty isn't sure what this new thing is! She

thinks maybe it's a kind of dog. Bad Kitty's cat friends come over and she thinks that they will

certainly help get rid of this new dog but her friends think the baby is a cat and enter the baby in the

Pussycat Olympics! Will the baby be a better cat than Bad Kitty? Will Bad Kitty succeed in trying to

get rid of the baby? WILL the baby EVER get her bath? Read the book to find out! The Bad Kitty

chapter books aren't complicated stories but there is always a nice message in each. Mr. Bruel's

latest Bad Kitty chapter book that puts Bad Kitty versus a new baby has a really great message



about adoption and family at the end. The book is an easy read and the characters are great. I

enjoyed reading it a lot. I like how the owners of Bad Kitty add narration throughout the book even

thought you never really see them. I think it is an excellent book for kids 8+ and even younger

advanced readers. The book would be great for kids who have trouble reading through an entire

book because, in this book, the illustrations help tell the story and this may keep some kids interest.

I went back a couple of times through the book to look at the illustrations again and again because

they add so much to the story.

My 7 year-old son says, "I like the Bad Kitty books, and this one was my favorite one that I read so

far. It's really silly." He is entering 2nd grade and can read the Bad Kitty books on his own.

We love the Bad Kitty series in my household. One of the few chapter books that my kids squabble

over who gets to read it aloud at bedtime. The book is funny and age appropriate for young readers

and I have to say I enjoy reading it with my children as well. Can't wait to see what Nick Bruel

comes out with next.

Possibly my favorite in the series - although "Bad Kitty Takes a Bath" is also up there! The

voiceover from Strange Kitty during the Kitty Olympics was priceless! I'm in my 40's and this is still

one of the series in which I buy every new book on pre-order.
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